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- 1996 (started using Linux)
- 2003+ Developer & Infra member
- 2006-2007 Council member
- 2007+ Infrastructure co-lead
- 2009-2013, 2015+ Foundation Trustee
- 2012+ Infrastructure sole lead
- 2015+ Foundation Treasurer
Infra Members

- Robin Johnson (robbat2)
- Alex Legler (a3li)
- Christian Ruppert (idl0r)
- Jorge Manuel B. S. Vicetto (jmbsvicetto)
- Pavlos Ratis (dastergon)
- Matthew Thode (prometheanfire)
- Jason A. Donenfeld (zx2c4)
Since last time...

What's going on in Infra since the last miniconf:

- New webpage (2013)
- Git migration (2015)
Up next

- Next steps in Git SCM world:
- review systems & automation
- Making infra more transparent & accessible
Foundation structure background
Questions?
Thanks!